ABSTRACT Field monitoring techniques can collect data about the behavior of software applications while running in the field, with real users and real data. Developers can exploit the information extracted from the field to timely improve, tune, and fix their systems, anticipating feedback by users. It is, however, challenging to extract a relevant amount of information from field executions without introducing significant overhead. This paper addresses this challenge by studying how to inexpensively trace data in-memory while postponing save operations to idle time, so that the operations requested by users are exposed to a negligible overhead only. In particular, this paper presents delayed saving, a technique that efficiently traces references to objects, opportunistically saving information only when the monitored application is not serving any user request. Storing references and postponing save operations may introduce inaccuracy in the collected data, that is, a lately saved object might be in a different state compared to the state of the object at the time it was traced. Our evaluation shows that the level of inaccuracy introduced by delayed saving is limited compared to its efficiency and low intrusiveness.
I. INTRODUCTION
Collecting data from the field, that is, while applications run in a real environment with real users, is extremely important because it can reveal how programs are actually used. For instance, field monitoring techniques can be used to extract frequent usage scenarios [1] , profiling data [2] , popular configurations [3] , behavioral information [4] , [5] , and failure reports [6] , [7] . Using field data as part of the development process is increasingly popular, especially with the growing adoption of DevOps practices [8] , which systematically exploit automation and monitoring tools to reduce the gap between development and operation [9] , [10] .
Monitoring the software directly in the field is however challenging. Indeed, the monitoring activity may interfere with the user activity causing annoying slow downs, which may negatively affect the quality of the user experience. It is thus important to be able to collect data non-intrusively, balancing the amount of collected information with its completeness and accuracy. This is particularly true for interactive
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applications, that is, reactive applications designed to continuously interact with users.
Existing techniques reduce the impact of monitoring by limiting the information that is collected from the field [4] , [5] , [11] - [14] . Although this might preserve the quality of the user experience [15] , it significantly reduces the amount of collected data, slowing down the extraction of knowledge from the field while introducing the significant risk of missing rare events in the collected observations. In this paper, we propose to reduce the intrusiveness of field monitoring using a radically different approach: reducing the accuracy of the collected data instead of reducing the amount of collected data. This can be particularly beneficial to all those techniques that do not require perfect observations but can work with almost correct data, such as user profiling techniques [2] , which focus on statistically relevant evidence rather than perfect evidence, failure reproduction techniques [16] , which can work with inaccurate data as long as it is sufficient to reproduce failures, and mining techniques [17] , [18] , which focus on the generation of accurate, but not necessarily perfect, models.
Following this intuition, this paper presents Delayed Saving, a technique that exploits the characteristics of interactive VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ applications to collect sequences of function calls and the associated objects (e.g., the set of objects that can be reached from the parameters and the reference to the receiving object) introducing negligible overhead, at the cost of a limited loss of accuracy. Delayed Saving collects minimal information while the user is effectively interacting with applications (e.g., it just traces the sequence of methods that are executed and the references to the associated objects), and postpones data recording to idle time.
In particular, Delayed Saving observes the status of an interactive application, which can be either idle (i.e., the application is not serving a user request) or working (i.e., the application is serving a user request), by capturing user interactions and sampling the CPU consumption. This information is exploited to optimally activate and deactivate data recording, thus minimizing its intrusiveness.
Opportunistically saving the data while the application is idle has the advantage of not affecting the user experience because users do not experience any significant slow down. On the other hand, data is saved asynchronously compared to the time when the recording should actually happen and this may introduce a loss of accuracy. For instance, if the value of a parameter is recorded sometime after a method is invoked, the value of the parameter at the time of the recording could be different than the value at the time the method was called, and thus the resulting trace might be inaccurate.
We evaluated Delayed Saving with two popular open source applications, Eclipse [19] and Open Hospital [20] , and discovered that in practice it can introduce a huge gain in performance at the cost of a limited loss of accuracy. We also confirmed the possibility of exploiting the collected data in relevant tasks by applying the Daikon data mining technique [17] to the collected data and demonstrating that the loss of accuracy has minor impact on the resulting models.
In a nutshell, the major contributions of this paper are: (i) Delayed Saving, a novel monitoring technique that can save a significant amount of data about function calls and the associated objects without annoying users, at the cost of a small loss of accuracy; (ii) an evaluation that assesses Delayed Saving in terms of performance and data accuracy; (iii) an investigation of the impact of the inaccuracy in the collected data when exploiting the Daikon mining technique.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a simple study that quantifies the saving that can be achieved by temporary storing values in memory instead of immediately persisting them, as Delayed Saving does. Section III describes the Delayed Saving technique. Section IV discusses how the technique can be configured to address a specific application. Section V presents the empirical validation we conducted to assess our technique. Section VI discusses the results. Finally, Sections VII and VIII discuss related work and provide final remarks, respectively.
II. IN-MEMORY TRACING VS SAVING TO FILES
To quantify the gain that can be obtained by saving data to file during idle time and tracing values in-memory during working time, we designed a small and simple motivating experiment.
We implemented a small program in Java that creates a list of objects of a Point class with attributes x and y, and then saves them either in memory or into a file. We extract data about the points using the toString method. To study what happens when a non-trivial amount of data has to be collected, we also produced a modified version of the toString method that returns a string with a long message in addition to the x and y coordinates of the point. Figure 1 shows the time necessary to save a variable number of objects and variable amount of information in memory and into file (toString+ indicates the modified toString method). The number on top of each bar representing the cost for saving data in memory indicates the percentage of time needed to save to memory with respect to the time needed to save to file. As expected, the reduction is impressive, ranging from 97% to 98%, and is independent on the amount of information that is recorded. This example further confirms the intuition behind Delayed Saving, that is, since the difference between writing to file and saving in memory is definitely large, we could exploit the idle phase to save the data collected by the monitoring activity, while exploiting the in-memory tracing during the working phase, drastically reducing the overhead introduced by monitoring.
III. DELAYED SAVING
The concept of Delayed Saving is exemplified in Figure 2 . The figure shows the time evolution of a typical execution in an interactive system, distinguishing the working (grey area) and idle (white area) states. The solid line represents an execution without monitoring: the CPU usage level significantly increases when the application is working and significantly decreases when the application is idle. When we introduce a monitoring approach that directly saves the observed data, a significant overhead can be experienced during the working state since data is saved synchronously with the execution, while almost no overhead is experienced in the idle state. The resulting behavior is represented by the thin dotted line shown in Figure 2 . Delayed Saving completely changes this scenario by collecting minimal amount of information during the working state, to postpone the time consuming saving operations to the idle state, when they do not interfere with the user activity. The resulting behavior is represented by the thick dotted line shown in Figure 2 .
In the working state, Delayed Saving maintains a collection of references to the data structures and objects that will be later saved (In-memory tracing). Since the collection is hosted in memory and the traced data does not require any manipulation beyond saving references, the collection can be populated with a large number of references in a computationally inexpensive way.
When the monitored application enters the idle time, the data traced in memory is saved into a persistent storage. This operation is typically expensive because both a significant amount of data has to be written and the access to persistent storage is orders of magnitude slower than access to memory. However, since this operation is performed during idle time, the user of interactive applications do not experience any slowdown.
Although the concept behind Delayed Saving is valid for different kinds of events and data that can be monitored, let us specifically consider the case of a monitor that must collect the sequence of method calls that are executed by an application, to later reconstruct and analyze its internal behavior. Tracing method calls is common to many techniques and applications (e.g., reproducing failures [16] , detecting malicious behaviors [21] , debugging applications [22] , profiling software [2] , optimizing applications [23] , and mining models [18] , [24] , [25] which is also the case we studied empirically in our evaluation). In such a case, Delayed Saving collects the sequence of methods that are executed and stores the references to the objects used as parameter during the working state.
Listing 1 shows the pseudocode of the algorithm. It is composed of five main functions: processMethodCall, which is executed every time a method call is intercepted; getCpuConsumption, which is executed according to the sampling rate to detect changes in the CPU consumption; enableReading, which is executed to enable the access to the buffer when the application is detected to be idle; detectUserInteraction, which is executed every time the user performs an action; and saveValues, which keeps running to save values to a file. The behavior of these functions is illustrated in the statechart reported in Figure 3 , which visually shows the functions activated in each state and the events that cause the transitions. The Idle state inexpensively traces in-memory the method calls that may occur by running the processMethodCall function, which stores the signatures of the invoked methods and the references to parameter values. In the Idle state, the function saveValues is continuously executed to read values from the buffer and write them in a file. The reading operation is blocking, that is, the call to the function does not return until the buffer is readable and includes values to be written. A user interaction causes the execution of the function detectUserInteraction, which in turns sets the buffer as not readable, since the monitored application is now in the Working state.
In the Working state, events are still inexpensively traced in-memory by the processMethodCall function. In addition, the CPU consumption is regularly sampled by activating the function getCpuConsumption, and when a value below the threshold is detected, the buffer is marked as readable by the enableReading function and the current state changes into the Idle state.
Depending on the size, number, and complexity of objects, writing values to a file may require some time and computational resources, but it does not interfere anyway with the user activity. Thus compared to directly saving the collected data to file, Delayed Saving still collects the required data (in this example the sequence of method calls together with the values of the objects passed as parameters) while having negligible impact on the overhead, as reported in our evaluation.
Of course, postponing data saving may imply recording values that are not the same than at the time they were traced, which is at the time a method was invoked in the example. We studied this aspect in our evaluation and demonstrated that the degree of inaccuracy introduced by Delayed Saving is still compatible with relevant usage scenarios of field data.
Delayed Saving has to automatically detect when an interactive application switches between the idle and working states. To do this, it exploits two information: the generation of user events and the value of the CPU consumption. In particular, an application switches from idle state to working state as soon as a user event (e.g., a click, a keyboard input, a scroll, etc.) is detected. An application switches from a working state to an idle state when the CPU consumption, which is sampled at a given rate, decreases below a given threshold value. We use the CPU time to compute CPU consumption to avoid any interference with other processes and I/O operations [26] .
Both the value of the CPU consumption threshold and the sampling rate are configurable parameters of the technique. These parameters may determine the early, optimal, or late activation and deactivation of data saving. We discuss in the next section how the CPU consumption threshold is empirically determined for a specific application so as to minimize the interference between the monitoring system and the application. We also empirically study different CPU sampling rates to determine their impact on the performance of the technique and accuracy of the data.
IV. CALIBRATION OF THE CPU CONSUMPTION THRESHOLD
Delayed Saving requires the definition of a threshold on CPU consumption that can be used to determine when the monitored application has completed serving a request and is thus moving from the working to the idle state. To calibrate this value and to avoid both early activations, which may cause the monitor to interfere with the user activity, or late activations, which may cause the monitor to loose time that can be exploited to save values, we defined a calibration procedure.
The calibration procedure is defined as an optimization problem that takes a set of perfectly classified samples in input and experiments different threshold values until it identifies the optimal value that will be used in the field. To obtain perfectly classified values, a subset of the application functionalities are manually instrumented to collect when the computation exactly starts and ends. Since this procedure must be performed manually, it can be performed only for a selection of the functionalities and not for the full application.
Thus it cannot be cost-efficiently used as general mechanism to detect the transitions between the working and the idle states.
The samples collected for the calibration have a timestamp, a CPU usage level, and a ground truth classification derived by the knowledge of when the user operation started and then finished its computation. We actually run Delayed Saving to associate a label that represents the status of the monitor (saving or not saving data) with each sample. The ideal behavior corresponds to a monitor that only saves data when the sample belongs to an idle state, and does not save data when the sample belongs to a working state. The accuracy of the behavior of the monitor can thus be measured as the combination of its accuracy with the idle samples and its accuracy with the working samples.
More formally, given a threshold t and a set of samples S, if idlePos is the number of idle samples associated with active saving, idleNeg is the number of idle samples associated with inactive saving, wkPos is the number of working samples associated with inactive saving, and wkNeg is the number of working samples associated with active saving, the accuracy resulting from the application of the threshold t to the set of samples S is:
The calibration procedure returns the value of t that maximizes calib(t,S).
V. EMPIRICAL VALIDATION
This section presents the design of our empirical evaluation: we briefly describe the prototype tool that we used for the assessment (Section V-A), we then discuss the research questions (Section V-B), the experimental subjects (Section V-C), the calibration procedure (Section V-D), and finally the design of the experiment (Section V-E). We discuss the results in the next section.
In this evaluation we focus on the collection of method calls and parameters values, which is an information commonly recorded by many techniques [2] , [16] , [18] , [21] - [25] .
A. PROTOTYPE TOOL Our prototype tool is implemented in Java and uses JNativeHook [27] to intercept user interactions (function detectUserInteraction listed in Listing 1 is executed when an interaction is intercepted) and OSHI [28] to sample CPU consumption values.
We use AspectJ [29] to design the monitor that collects method calls and parameter values (function processMethodCall listed in Listing 1 is executed every time a method call to be traced is intercepted). These values are written in-memory and then saved by Delayed Saving. They are otherwise directly written to file exploiting the normal Java flushing policies by Direct Saving.
B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
With this experimental evaluation, we aim to answer the following research questions:
• RQ1: How do the overhead and memory consumption introduced by Delayed Saving compare to Direct Saving? This research question compares Delayed Saving, which delays save operations to idle time, to Direct Saving, which does not delay operations, both in terms of overhead and memory consumption.
• RQ2: Is the data collected by Delayed Saving accurate? This research question quantifies the degree of accuracy of the traces collected by Delayed Saving.
• RQ3: Can Daikon generate accurate models from the data collected by Delayed Saving? This research question studies if the traces collected by Delayed Saving are accurate enough to use machine learning techniques, such as Daikon, to mine information about the behavior of the software.
C. EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS
To answer these research questions, we applied Delayed and Direct Saving to two very diverse projects: the Eclipse IDE [19] and the Open Hospital application [20] . In the case of Eclipse, we monitored the execution of methods within the JDT Plugin, which provides a number of views, editors, wizards, builders, and code merging and refactoring tools for Java development. In the case of Open Hospital, we monitored the execution of the methods within the packages managing patients, hospital admissions, and accounting.
To run the applications we implemented two automatically executable Sikulix [30] test cases exercising the monitored functionalities. In the case of Eclipse, we designed a test case that creates a new Java Project with three classes, generates getters, setters, constructor, toString, and main method, performs multiple search operations, refactors the code, cleans the project, and finally generates the documentation of the project, for a total of 48 user operations. In the case of Open Hospital, the test case adds three new patients to the system, changes their information, creates a bill with the exams to be performed for every patient, and finally deletes all the patients and the related bills, for a total of 36 user operations.
D. CALIBRATION
Since Delayed Saving is a technique whose performance depends on the selected threshold level for CPU consumption, we ran the test cases and applied the calibration procedure presented in Section IV to both subject applications. Figure 4 shows the boxplot of the CPU consumption values observed during the idle and working states for Eclipse and Open Hospital. We can notice that the populations of values are significantly different depending of the state of the application, confirming the intuition that the CPU consumption value can be reliably used to deactivate the monitor. The calibration procedure finally identifies a threshold value equals to 2.75% in Eclipse, and equals to 7.26% in Open Hospital. Delayed Saving is relatively sensitive to the choice of the threshold. For instance, Figure 5 shows how the accuracy of the technique changes for different values of the threshold for Open Hospital. The vertical line corresponds to the value returned by the calibration procedure that we also used in our evaluation. We can notice that values up to 15% all produce similar accuracy levels.
E. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
To answer RQ1, we executed the automatic test cases in multiple settings: (1) without having any monitoring technique in place, (2) with Direct Saving, and (3) with Delayed Saving. Each execution has been repeated five times. We computed the overhead that Direct Saving and Delayed Saving introduce in each single user operation (seen as any operation starting with a request by the user to the application using the GUI or using the keyboard, and ending when the application giving a feedback to the user) with respect to executions without monitoring. We expected Delayed Saving to introduce a definitely lower overhead than Direct Saving, but still some overhead might be observed also for Delayed Saving due to in-memory tracing and possible delays in switching off saving when the application moves from the idle state to the working state.
To investigate the performance of the approaches for a different amount of recorded data, we considered three cases (called recording levels): Objects Recording, which records the values of the attributes in a monitored object without exploring the referred objects recursively, Objects + Attributes Recording, which is the same than Objects Recording but it also records the values of the attributes in the object recursively for one level, and Objects + Attributes Recursively Recording, which records the attributes in the referred objects recursively for two levels. For For Delayed Saving we investigated the performance also considering three CPU sampling rates (20ms, 200ms, 1s) . In total we studied 9 configurations for Delayed Saving (3 recording levels for 3 sampling rates), and 3 configurations for Direct Saving (3 recording levels, since this technique does not use CPU sampling).
To investigate memory consumption, we sampled the amount of consumed memory for the same configurations considered for performance analysis, and we compared memory consumption to the case no monitoring is in place.
To answer RQ2, we computed the accuracy of the data recorded by Delayed Saving in comparison to the data collected by Direct Saving, which is accurate by definition. To this end, we defined three quality metrics: Recorded, Missing, and Unsound. Recorded indicates the percentage of data collected by Delayed Saving that is in common with the data collected by Direct Saving. Missing indicates the percentage of data that Delayed Saving was not able to capture. The sum of Recorded and Missing is 100%. We also compute Unsound, that is, we measure the percentage of data reported by Delayed Saving that has no counterpart in the traces collected by Direct Saving. For instance, an object that changes the values of its attributes due to postponed data recording causes the generation of both some Missing values, because the original values are not present in the trace recorded by Delayed Saving, and Unsound values, because new values with no counterpart in the original file recorded by Direct Saving are present.
Also in this case, we considered 9 configurations for Delayed Saving (3 recording levels for 3 sampling rates).
To answer RQ3, we merged the data collected for the execution of the same method and run Daikon to mine method pre-and post-conditions. 1 We did this for both traces collected by Direct Saving and by Delayed Saving considering the three recording levels and we computed the percentage of shared pre-conditions. 1 Daikon is a mining technique [17] that can mine likely properties, including invariants and method pre-and post-conditions, from execution traces. Examples of expressions that Daikon can learn are x.field > abs(y), z > 0, where x is a reference to an object, and y and z are numeric variables. 
VI. RESULTS
In this Section we both present the results obtained for the investigated research questions and discuss the threats to validity. Since the monitored applications are normally installed and executed in the end-user environment, we executed all the experiments in a machine running Windows 10 Pro with a 3.20 GHz Intel Xeon E5 processor and 8 GB of RAM.
A. RQ1: HOW DO THE OVERHEAD AND MEMORY CONSUMPTION INTRODUCED BY DELAYED SAVING COMPARE TO DIRECT SAVING?
The results about the overhead introduced by Delayed Saving and Direct Saving for all the considered configurations and subject applications are shown in Figure 6 . We can notice that in all the cases Delayed Saving introduces an overhead that is significantly lower than Direct Saving, and for some configurations the reduction reaches an order of magnitude. The reduced overhead, which is already remarkable when recording little information about parameters (Objects Recording level), is more and more significant with an increasing amount of recorded data. Indeed, Objects + Attributes Recursively Recording level is almost infeasible for Eclipse, where the slow down reaches 99.5% with Direct Saving, and even more for Open Hospital, where the slow down can reach 229.39%. On the contrary, Delayed Saving (with a CPU sampling rate of 200ms and 1s) introduced an overhead that is always lower than 9%. Even for the monitoring configurations that cannot be feasibly addressed with Direct Saving the overhead introduced by Delayed Saving with the two best configurations is lower than 7%.
The sampling frequency has not a major impact on the performance of the monitor, although it is possible to notice that a 20ms sampling rate introduces a higher overhead compared to the other two configurations, due to an excessively fine grained sampling of the CPU consumption. In practice, the ability to quickly react once the applications become inactive caused an observable slow down during the working phase. The results obtained for the 200ms and 1s sampling rates are on the contrary extremely effective and comparable across all configurations and subject applications.
In a nutshell, we can conclude that Delayed Saving can reduce the overhead introduced by Direct Saving by one order of magnitude depending on the application and configuration, with a recommended sampling rate between 200ms and 1s. Figures 8 and 7 present the results about memory consumption. The collected data show that in both applications and in all configurations there is no significant difference in memory consumption between the idle and working states. This is quite obvious, since applications keep consuming the same amount of memory even if no operation is executed.
Naturally, monitoring always implies consuming additional memory. However, Direct Saving requires less memory than Delayed Saving since it does not need to temporarily store data in memory as Delayed Saving does. Indeed, Direct Saving consumes about 0.1GB in Eclipse and between 0.2GB and 0.5GB in Open Hospital. In contrast, Delayed Saving requires between 0.3GB and 0.4GB in Eclipse and between 0.3GB and 1GB in Open Hospital.
Overall, Delayed Saving is more expensive than Direct Saving, but the total amount of memory consumed can be acceptable for modern execution environments, as long as the monitored software is not a data-intensive application. Delayed Saving thus offers the opportunity of seamlessly collecting data in the field, as long as enough memory can be allocated to the buffering mechanisms implemented in Delayed Saving.
B. RQ2: IS THE DATA COLLECTED BY DELAYED SAVING ACCURATE?
Figures 9 and 10 show the accuracy of the data collected for Eclipse and Open Hospital for all the considered configurations.
Considering the results obtained with Eclipse, we can notice that Delayed Saving performs extremely well with the Objects Recording level. Indeed, more than 95% of the data VOLUME 7, 2019 has been recorded accurately (Recorded), and less than 5% of the data is missing (Missing) from the traces. Also, Unsound values are very limited. The accuracy of the Delayed Saving to about 90% of the saved data, with a 10% of values either missing (Missing) or replaced with Unsound values. Although collecting more data may challenge the accuracy of the results, still the large majority of the Recorded data is accurate, and this still enables the application of different techniques, such as machine learning techniques (as studied in the next research question).
Open Hospital shows similar results, with a small decrease of the accuracy of the Recorded data while the amount of saved data increases. Coherently, the amount of Missing values remains small across configurations. With respect to Eclipse, in particular when considering the deepest level of data collection, the Unsound data increases. This might be due to the structure of the collected objects, which exploits object references more than Eclipse, and consequently are more exposed to changes, especially when multiple levels of references are navigated to save data into files.
For both Eclipse and Open Hospital, the choice of the sampling rate has a marginal impact on the accuracy of the collected data, with a lower rate producing slightly better results compared to a high rate, since they imply start recording the date earlier when the monitored application enters the idle state. Combining this evidence with the impact of the sampling rate on the performance, a choice of 200ms seems to well balance the performance of the technique and the accuracy of the data.
In a nutshell, Delayed Saving achieved high accuracy with the Objects Recording level, and good accuracy with higher recording levels. The sampling rate demonstrated to have a marginal impact on the accuracy of the data, with 200ms representing a good trade-off between performance and accuracy. average 95% accurate with respect to the pre-conditions generated from traces collected by Direct Saving, when considering the Objects Recording level. The accuracy of the pre-conditions decreases to 80% for the Objects + Attributes Recording and Objects + Attributes Recursively Recording levels, which is still a good result considering that the traces obtained for these two levels are 2.4 times larger than the traces obtained with the Objects Recording level.
For Open Hospital, the accuracy of the pre-conditions obtained with Delayed Saving with respect to Direct Saving is 96% for the Objects Recording level. Similarly to Eclipse, the accuracy decreases to 88% for the other two levels.
During the experimentation with Eclipse and Open Hospital, we observed that the sampling rate had a little impact on the accuracy of the produced models, with smaller sampling rates producing better results.
In a nutshell, in line with the results obtained for RQ2 and RQ3, a sampling rate of 200ms offers a good balance between performance and accuracy of the data.
D. DISCUSSION
The empirical investigation shows clear complementarity between Direct Saving and Delayed Saving. When applicable, Direct Saving should be preferred, since it produces perfectly accurate data. However, it may introduce significant overhead already when a limited amount of information is recorded (we observed a 25% slow down for the Objects Recording level in our evaluation), and this overhead quickly increases when more data is collected (up to 100%-200% slow down in our evaluation for the Objects + Attributes Recursively Recording level). This is indeed hardly acceptable in the majority of the settings.
Delayed Saving provides a different trade-off. It reduces by one order of magnitude the overhead, keeping it below 9% for the 200ms and 1s sampling rate, even when recording a large amount of data (e.g., we observed a 99.5% and a 229.39% slow down for the Objects + Attributes Recursively Recording level). This capability is traded for some additional memory consumed and a degree of inaccuracy introduced in the recorded data. The additional memory consumption ranged between 0.25GB and 0.9GB in our evaluation, and it is likely acceptable in the many settings where memoryintensive applications are not executed. The data inaccuracy is limited, as reported empirically. Although the presence of inaccuracy is not acceptable by all the techniques, it is indeed tolerable by several others, such as user profiling [2] , failure reproduction [16] , and mining techniques [17] , [18] . Our investigation based on the Daikon mining technique confirmed a limited impact of data inaccuracy in the mined properties.
E. THREATS TO VALIDITY
The main threats to internal validity concern with the measurement of CPU consumption values and overhead. We mitigated this issue by using OSHI [28] , which allows to precisely capture CPU consumption values, and repeating each execution several times to reduce the impact of noise on our results.
Another threat concerns with the instrumentation of the program to collect ground truth data for the calibration procedure. This was mainly manual effort. To mitigate any risk to incorrectly collect data, we tested the instrumented application multiple times before using the data for the experiment.
The main threat to external validity concerns with the generalization of our findings. Although we cannot claim that our results are valid for any software system, the usage of two different end-user applications and the similarity in the results, suggest that the reported empirical evidence can be also valid for many other interactive applications that run on client machines.
VII. RELATED WORK
In this section, we frame our work in the context of related areas. We discuss how it relates to existing studies on efficient field monitoring techniques, and how it relates to other works about adaptive monitoring techniques.
Efficient field monitoring techniques implement different strategies to limit the impact of monitoring on the monitored system. Current approaches dealing with efficient field monitoring can be classified in two main groups: distributive monitoring and probabilistic monitoring.
Distributive monitoring assigns different monitoring tasks to multiple instances of the same application running on different client machines. This strategy decreases monitoring overhead because it limits the amount of information collected for each location. This strategy has been mainly developed by Bowring et al. [11] and Orso et al. [31] through the Gamma System, which divides a monitoring task into a set of subtasks and assigns them to individual instances of the software to be monitored, in order to minimize runtime overhead. The data gathered from the several instances are however independent from the other locations. This may make the task of reconstructing the behavior of the whole application extremely hard if data are not fully independent. For instance, it is hard to collect and combine segments of executions collected for different application instances under different situations. Delayed Saving is not affected by this challenge since data is still collected from a same instance.
Briola et al. [32] , [33] and Ancona et al. [34] developed a framework for distributed runtime verification of protocols for Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). Basically, the approach splits the global interaction protocol into sub protocols and then monitors the sub protocols by transforming agent messages into Prolog predicates suitable for runtime verification. In the same line, Ferrando et al. [35] proposed to distribute and simplify the load of monitoring by partitioning the agents in several groups with one monitor per partition. The partitioning system guarantees that distributed monitoring detects all the protocol violations such as a centralized monitoring system would. Differently from Delayed Saving, runtime protocol verification aims at checking properties at runtime, while Delayed Saving aims at collecting large amount of behavioral data that can be later used to support several tasks.
Probabilistic monitoring accounts for lowering the impact of monitoring by collecting runtime information within a certain probability. Liblit et al. [36] have exploited this strategy to isolate bugs by profiling a large, distributed user community and using logistic regression to find the important program predicates that could be faulty. Similarly, Jin et al. [13] presented a monitoring framework called Cooperative Crug (Concurrency Bug) Isolation to diagnose production run failures caused by concurrency bugs. This technique uses sampling to monitor different types of predicates while keeping the monitoring overhead low. In the same way, Hirzel and Chilimbi [14] developed Bursty Monitors, which collect subsequences of events with ad-hoc strategies to construct a temporal program profile. In general, Probabilistic Monitoring is designed to collect partial information about the execution, that is, the monitor is not always active and the traces might be incomplete. On the contrary, Delayed Saving aims at collecting traces that are complete, although they may contain some inaccuracies.
Since monitoring requirements might change over time, it is useful to implement Adaptive monitoring techniques, that is, techniques with a monitoring logic that can adapt dynamically to runtime events. Recently, Zavala et al. [37] worked on a systematic mapping of adaptive monitoring techniques to identify trends and approaches available in the literature. Bartocci et al. [12] presented Adaptive Runtime Verification, a monitoring technique that controls the overhead by enabling and disabling runtime verification of events according to certain overhead target levels. This framework determines statistically the probability that an application property is violated, and based on this number a higher or a lower level of overhead for that property is assigned. When is not possible to check a certain property (e.g., due to a high overhead level) the framework estimates the probability that a property will be satisfied, instead of monitoring the actual property, and thus reducing the load of runtime verification.
Maurel et al. [38] defined an adaptive monitoring approach for smart-home systems, where the monitoring system can be dynamically activated and tuned based on the current CPU usage: the tuning process consists of automatically selecting the amount of behaviors to be monitored at runtime.
Adaptation in adaptive monitoring techniques can be triggered not only by the amount of resources available but also by human feedback. For instance, Nainar and Liblit [39] and Whittle et al. [40] defined approaches that use human feedback to adapt the system's instrumentation and the behavior of the monitor. In the domain of service-based systems, Contreras and Zisman [41] studied how to adapt the monitor to the characteristics of the user context.
In real-time systems, timing requirements such as response time are essential and violations to these requirements are not accepted. Moghadam et al. [42] proposed a self-adaptive monitor technique that uses reinforcement learning to adapt its behavior based on requirements about the response time. Unlike these approaches, Delayed Saving focuses on automatically adapting to the running environment so that the introduced overhead cannot significantly affect users.
Finally, the idea of exploiting the unused resources to perform additional tasks has been already investigated in other contexts, especially to build distributed volunteer computing platforms. For instance, the project Folding@Home exploits users' unused resources to perform computations useful to determine a cure to diseases [43] , while SETI@home analyzes radio signals looking for evidence of extraterrestrial life [44] . Differently from these platforms, Delayed Saving originally exploits the idle time to opportunistically delay data recording, offering a new trade-off between overhead and data accuracy.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Field monitoring techniques can be extremely useful to extract data about the behavior of software applications when interacting with real users and processing real data. However, collecting significant amount of data is in conflict with the need of introducing a small overhead, so that users are not annoyed by the presence of monitoring features. This paper presents Delayed Saving, a novel approach that offers a complementary opportunity to field monitoring, compared to approaches that collect partial data or distribute monitoring features. The idea developed in Delayed Saving is to significantly reduce the monitoring overhead by postponing the time when values are saved in a persistent memory to the idle phase of the monitored application. In this way, only inexpensive in-memory value tracing is performed while the monitored application is active, reducing overhead by orders of magnitudes compared to directly saving values, as demonstrated in our evaluation. On the other hand, Delayed Saving may produce inaccurate data. Thus monitoring techniques exploiting the Delayed Saving principle must be able to tolerate it.
As part of future work, we are currently investigating how to further elaborate Delayed Saving and manage to discriminate between the data that must be immediately saved and the one that can be saved during the idle phase, to reduce or even eliminate data inaccuracy and make the approach applicable also to those techniques that require perfectly accurate data extracted from the field.
